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Summary

Personal survey

Your institution name.

NCHC/NARLabs
Bangladesh Research and Education Network (BdREN)
Bdren
University of Indonesia
Faculty of Dental Medicine, Airlangga University
Viet Duc Hospital
Nepal Research and Education Network
NTU
Kathmandu Model Hospital
Brawijaya University
FMBU
Kyushu Univ.
Institute of Medicine Tribhuvan University Teaching Hospital
Islamic Science University Malaysia
HKU
Universiti Sains Malaysia
Hue University Hospital
university of ruhuna, sri lanka
pdhs office, southern province, sri lanka
The Thai Red Cross Society
Kyushu U Hospital
108 Hospital
Asian Institute of Gastroenterology
University Malaya Medical Center
University of Malaya
siriraj
Your role.

- medical doctor: 10 (34.5%)
- engineer: 19 (65.5%)
- Other: 0 (0%)

Video quality

sharpness

- bad: 1 (0%)
- 2: 0 (0%)
- 3: 2 (6.9%)
- 4: 7 (24.1%)
- good: 5 (20) (69%)

reproducibility of color
**smoothness of motion**

- **Rough**: 1, 0, 0%
  - 2, 1, 3.4%
  - 3, 2, 6.9%
  - 4, 14, 48.3%
- **Smooth**: 5, 12, 41.4%

**audio**

- **Unclear**: 1, 0, 0%
  - 2, 1, 3.4%
  - 3, 10, 34.5%
clear: 5 10 34.5%

bad: 1 0 0%
2 0 0%
3 2 6.9%
4 9 31%
good: 5 18 62.1%

total evaluation

Annotation

Handling

difficult: 1 0 0%
2 1 3.4%
3 4 13.8%
4 13 44.8%
easy: 5 11 37.9%
### Session evaluation

#### Tool Introduction
**difficult to understand:**
- 1 0 0%
- 2 2 6.9%
- 4 17 58.6%

**easy to understand:**
- 5 9 31%

---

**Tool demonstration**

**difficult to understand:**
- 1 1 3.4%
- 2 1 3.4%
- 3 2 6.9%
- 4 14 48.3%

**easy to understand:**
- 5 11 37.9%

---

**Do you want to use this tool?**
I don't want to use it: 1 0 0%
 2 0 0%
 3 1 3.4%
 4 8 27.6%
I really want to use it.: 5 20 69%

Free style feedback

If you have any ideas about the tool, please describe it.

provide us the ppt and demo video please

May be after we use this software then we may come out with some suggestions.
Right now no comments
how can we apply to have a try?

Most of the time, the Storm on my side was completely synchronized with the one in Kyshu U. (via Vidyo). But sometimes the video on my Storm stopped playing and the timecode is still counting forward, while the one in Vidyo (Kyushu U.) was still playing smoothly. I suspect if it is a problem on the Storm server side? Otherwise it is really an amazing system.

this tool is good, like google drive but more good because can syncron between two device
need to be mobile friendly
it's almost like google docs but in HD video and you have new technolgy to repalce the telepointer Software
So far it seems good
It is not clear whether it is free or not.
very useful

Number of daily responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1QMR5T3KzThfdV-vahdc8Wphp6IKdfaq0KhXqw4MBx6vE/viewanalytics